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BUDGET SUMMARY
Key highlights


Focus on greater efficiencies in govt



Growth forecasts revised lower



Revenue raising aggressive – focus on top
marginal bracket



Expenditure cap decreases again



Debt stock higher at 48.1%

Expenditure

Revenue

Financing
needs

Other
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• Expenditure cap cut by R26bn
by 2018/2019
• Social spending remains high
• Reallocation of additional
expenditure to education

• Increase in div. withholding tax
• Fuel levy up by 30c / litre
• Top PIT rate of 45% + limited bracket
creep, transfer duty relief
• Sin taxes up

• Net loan debt to rise and
stabilise around 48.1% of GDP
• Borrowing requirement rises
over the MTEF

• Sugar tax, Carbon Tax bill
• 2018 – VAT on fuel considered
• Medical tax credit review
• Clarified way forward with SOEs

BUDGET BACKDROP



Economic growth is slow, unemployment is high and businesses
and households are under stress in a complex global
environment. There are immense transformation challenges, as
inequality is very high

%



2016f

2017f

2018f

2019f

Real GDP growth

0.5

1.3

2.0

2.2

Fiscal consolidation (relatively) slower at -2.6% of GDP by
2019/2020 (vs 2.4% previous) with a decline in the expenditure
ceiling of R26.1bn over two years

Real household
consumption
expenditure
growth

0.9

1.3

2.0

2.3



Current account deficit is expected to narrow as export demand
rises

-3.6

1.5

1.6

2.8



Institutional foundations reiterated citing macroeconomic policy,
inflation targeting framework and constitution among other
factors

Real gross fixed
capital
formation
growth

Current account %
GDP

-4.0

-3.9

-3.7

-3.8

Consumer
inflation

6.4

6.4

5.7

5.6
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Budget assumptions

Acknowledgement that transformation and growth are
intertwined – “Without transformation, growth will reinforce
inequality; without growth, transformation will be distorted by
patronage”. However, govt admits that current pace of growth is
not sufficient to reduce unemployment or poverty
Greater support for education, health and rural development
emanating from baseline budget cuts. Stabilisation of the public
sector wage bill is a positive in our opinion

Source: National Treasury

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE BY DEPARTMENT 2017/2018
Contingency reserve
0.4%

Budget Expenditure
Debt service
costs
10.4%

General public
services
4.5%

Education and related
functions
20.5%

Social protection
11.5%

Local development and
social infrastructure
12.5%

Health
12.0%

Defence, public order
and safety
12.7%

Source: National Treasury, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Economic affairs
15.5%

2017/2018 Expenditure = R1.56trn

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

Highlights
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Total government expenditure to increase by annual average of 7.1% pa over next three years,
from R1.4trn in 2017/2018 (29.4% of GDP) to R1.6trn in 2019/2020. This is up from R1.3trn in
2016/2017



Reduction in the main budget expenditure ceiling of R26.1bn over the next two years is
proposed



Total social services spending is estimated at R884bn for the 2017/2018 budget, and is up by
9% from 2016/2017. This comprises 56% of the total budget expenditure allocation and is
unchanged from the last fiscal year.



Compensation of employees comprises 35.1% of consolidated expenditure and 39.5% of noninterest expenditure. Baseline budgets were reduced by a cumulative R18.5bn over the next
three years, including compensation of employees, transfers to SOEs and other national
spending items.



The allocation for health increased by 9.7 % to total R187.5bn, and R320.5bn is to be spent on
education up 8.4%. R198.7bn to defence, public order and safety (+4.56%) and a reallocation to
the contingency reserve of R6bn in 2017/2018 increasing to R10bn and R20bn in the following
two years.

EXPECTED GOVERNMENT REVENUE BY SOURCE 2017/2018

Budget Revenue
Provinces and other
public entities
12.1%
Other

Customs and
excise duties
6.8%

4.4%

Personal income tax
34.1%
Fuel levy
5.0%

VAT
22.1%

Corporate income tax
15.5%
Source: National Treasury, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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2017/2018 Revenue = R1.41trn

GOVERNMENT REVENUE

Highlights
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In a weak growth environment, gross tax revenues disappointed in 2016/2017 at R1.144trn compared to R1.17trn
forecast in the previous budget. Disappointments coming from PIT, VAT and customs duties. On the other hand, CIT
outperformed, rising by R6.8bn



Nominal tax revenue is projected to have grown by 5.5% to R1.136trn (2016/2017), undershooting the last year’s budget
estimate of R1.162trn



Additional revenue raising of R28bn has been proposed for 2017/2018, primarily on the back of higher PIT of R16.5bn,
dividend withholding tax of R6.8bn and indirect taxes (sin + fuel levy) of R5.1bn. The fuel levy was increased by 30c/litre,
and the allocation to the RAF was raised by 9c/litre for 2017/2018



There was limited relief for bracket creep



Transfer duty relief (threshold risen to R900k from R750k previously) will use up R448bn

GOVERNMENT REVENUE

Indirect taxes
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Sin taxes increased again
–

Cigarettes 20 pack +106c (+82c last year)

–

Beer can +11.9c (+11c per can last year)

–

Sparkling wine +93c (+78c last year)

–

Spirits +R4.43 a bottle (+R3.94 last year)

Further tax proposals:

–

Sugar tax to be implemented during 2017

–

Carbon tax bill to be tabled during 2017

–

2018: VAT on fuel considered

GOVERNMENT FINANCING
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Government’s gross debt stock will rise by R667bn to R2.9trn in 2019/2020 from R2.238trn currently



Net loan debt of Government continues to rise over the MTEF, but gross loan debt is expected to peak at 52.9% in
2018/2019 and stabilise thereafter



Government’s gross borrowing requirement is expected to amount to R220.9bn in 2017/2018 with an additional
R21.2bn to increase cash reserves (to smooth redemption risk in coming years)



The cost of servicing debt remains the fastest growing component of expenditure. Debt service costs are expected to rise
from R146.3bn in 2016/2017 to R197.3bn in 2019/2020. (Rising from 3.3% to 3.5% of GDP)



For every R1 of revenue raised, 13 cents is diverted to service debt



The higher borrowing requirement, and the skew of issuance to longer maturities and fixed rate bonds, will likely result in
a steepening yield curve



Ratings agencies are due to review our credit rating in June and December 2017

GOVERNMENT BUDGET

Other issues:


Strong emphasis on transformation



Finalise legislation on land redistribution and mining development



Enable SMMEs – procurement focus



Support labour intensive sectors



Reform domestic market structures



Markets Conduct Regulator – bill to be passed



Continuing with IPPs in renewables and gas



Safeguarding the credit rating



Improve financial management in municipalities – 8% to be spent on maintaining assets



NHI Fund to be established as the next phase - Medical tax credit review



Clarified way forward with SOEs on turnaround plans



National Minimum Wage to be implemented



Special Voluntary Disclosure programme on offshore assets – open until August 2017 (R3.8bn
disclosed so far, revenue R600m)
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POLICY FRAMEWORK

2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

1297.3

1414.1

1535.2

1668.5

% of GDP

29.4

29.8

29.9

30.1

y/y %

6.2

9.0

8.6

8.7

1445.2

1563.1

1677.1

1814.3

% of GDP

32.8

33.0

32.7

32.7

y/y %

5.9

8.2

7.3

8.2

-147.9

-149.0

-141.9

-145.8

Balance % GDP

-3.4

-3.1

-2.8

-2.6

Primary balance % GDP

0.1

0.4

0.9

1.1

Consolidated
Revenue Rbn

Expenditure Rbn

Balance Rbn

Source: National Treasury, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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ECONOMIC AND MARKETS OVERVIEW
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
GLOBAL PMI HEAT MAP REFLECTS GREEN SHOOTS CONCENTRATED IN DEVELOPED ECONOMIES

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
2016 GROWTH CONTINUED TO DISAPPOINT, BUT 2017 SEES CYCLICAL REBOUND

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
SECTORIAL OVERVIEW AND CONSUMER SECTOR OUTLOOK
Sectorial breakdown of economy shows large divergences

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Consumer distress remains in play in the near-term

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
FOCUS ON MINING AND MANUFACTURING SECTORS
SA mining may be boosted by firmer commodity prices

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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PMI reflects near-term uptick in manufacturing output

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
EXTERNAL SECTOR AND TERMS OF TRADE
Trade balance swings to surplus, helps narrow current account deficit

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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ToT improvement on the back of higher metal prices

INFLATION AND RATES OVERVIEW
OIL PROVES A HEADWIND TO TOT AND INFLATION, WATCH US SUPPLY DYNAMICS
Oil may provide upside risks to CPI and downside risks to ToT

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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US crude may provide counterbalance to OPEC

INFLATION AND RATES OVERVIEW
CPI SUB-COMPONENTS AND RAND’S ROLE IN INFLATION
Food inflation a key driver of local CPI, oil price a risk if elevated

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Rand may take some pressure off CPI in 2017

INFLATION AND RATES OVERVIEW
EVOLUTION OF SARB FORECAST, AND ARE REAL RATES RESTRICTIVE?
SARB raises 2017 CPI forecast, too elevated in our view

Evolution of SARB CPI forecasts

7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5

2016/12/31 2017/03/31 2017/06/30 2017/09/30 2017/12/31 2018/03/31 2018/06/30 2018/09/30 2018/12/31

Headline CPI July 2016 Headline CPI Sep 2016
Headline CPI Nov 2016 Headline CPI Jan 2017
Source: Bloomberg, SARB, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Real rates moved positive but remain accommodative

INFLATION AND RATES OVERVIEW
MONETARY POLICY EXPECTATIONS

Source: Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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BOND MARKET OVERVIEW
SA’S DEBT PROFILE AND OWNERSHIP STATISTICS
Debt profile continues to rise in near term, flattens in 2018/19

Source: National Treasury, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Foreign holdings of SA debt is a double-edged sword

BOND MARKET OVERVIEW
SA BOND YIELDS AND DURATION TRENDS
8.50% to 9.25% has been the ALBI trading range recently

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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ALBI duration lengthens as issuance skewed to long-end

CREDIT RATINGS AND SOVEREIGN RISK
RATINGS OUTLOOK WILL NEED TO BE RESOLVED THIS YEAR

Source: Nedbank, Fitch Ratings, Standard & Poors’, Moody’s, Bloomberg
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THE CURRENCY OUTLOOK

Currency markets weather the geopolitical maelstrom
The stronger dollar remains a driving theme
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Rand: From the 4th worst performer to the 3rd best over 12 months (along with RUB and BRL)



A Fed on the move and possible growth tailwinds are dollar-supportive for 2017, with possible negative spillback in
2018



Sterling a victim of Brexit



China continues to work toward Renminbi internationalisation

GLOBAL FX OUTLOOK
DOLLAR REMAINS THE DRIVING THEME AMID ASYNCHRONOUS MONETARY POLICY
Dollar looks set to continue strength

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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We maintain a bearish view on the euro

GLOBAL FX OUTLOOK
STERLING AND YEN WEAKNESS IN CONTEXT
Sterling remains a passenger to Brexit developments

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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USDJPY informs carry-trade expectations, as effect of stimulus wanes

GLOBAL FX OUTLOOK
NEW YUAN BASKET INCLUDES ZAR; CNY INTRODUCES VOLATILITY
The new trade-weighted yuan basket includes ZAR

Yuan weakness has been at a managed pace

Weights
Currency

Current

Previous

USD

0.224

0.264

EUR

0.163

0.214

JPY

0.115

0.147

HKD

0.043

0.066

GBP

0.032

0.039

AUD

0.044

0.063

NZD

0.004

0.007

SGD

0.032

0.038

CHF

0.017

0.015

CAD

0.022

0.025

MYR

0.038

0.047

RUB

0.026

0.044

THB

0.029

0.033

ZAR

0.018

new

KRW

0.108

new

AED

0.019

new

SAR

0.020

new

HUF

0.003

new

PLN

0.007

new

DKK

0.004

new

SEK

0.005

new

NOK

0.003

new

TRY

0.008

new

MXN

0.017

new

Source: Bloomberg, CFETS, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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GLOBAL FX OUTLOOK
FOREIGN FLOWS HAVE BEEN SKITTISH IN 2016, FX MARKET FEELS MOST OF THE PAIN
EM monthly foreign flows reverse losses

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research, IIF
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FX flows attract volatile tactical positioning

RAND OUTLOOK
TRADE-WEIGHTED RAND AND PEER GROUP COMPARISON
From 2015 underperformer to 2016 outperformer - USDZAR

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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Trade-weighted rand remains on strengthening trend

RAND OUTLOOK
RAND CONSOLIDATION AND KEY TECHNICAL LEVELS
USDZAR consolidation trend remains intact

Key technical levels
Technical Descriptor

Key Technical USDZAR Level

Jan/May 2016 peaks

16.00/17.00

Aug/Nov 2016 peaks

14.75

50, 100, 200 day SMA (channel top)

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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13.55/13.73/14.10

Previous floor/current ceiling

13.20

Current spot

13.10

Mid-2015 peaks

12.75

123.6% Fibonacci projection
(channel bottom)

12.20

138.2% Fibonacci projection

11.48

RAND OUTLOOK
RAND CROSSES
EURZAR mirrors USDZAR, awaiting euro weakness

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank CIB Strategic Research
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GBPZAR could extend much lower on a sterling break

BEYOND THE BUDGET AND BEYOND 2017
Mega-trends and events to watch
2017 AND BEYOND - MEGA TRENDS
1.

2017 EVENT CALENDAR
INTERNATIONAL

LOCAL

Isolationist US vs. expansionist China

1.

Netherlands General Election – 15 March 2017

1.

SARB MPC meeting – 30 March 2017

2.

Rising Nationalism

2.

Brexit Article 50 invocation – 29 March 2017

2.

SARB MPC meeting – 25 May 2017

3.

De-globalisation

3.

French Presidential (1st Round) – 23 April 2017

3.

ANC National policy conference – June 2017

4.

Automation

4.

French Presidential (2nd Round) – 07 May 2017

4.

Credit ratings review – June 2017

5.

Universal basic income

5.

China’s Politburo – October 2017

5.

SARB MPC meeting – 20 July 2017

6.

De-monetization

6.

Germany General Election – 22 October 2017

6.

SARB MPC meeting – 21 September 2017

7.

Climate change vs. climate change denialism

7.

SARB MPC meeting – 23 November 2017

8.

Demographics:

US Federal Reserve Open Market Committee
15 March 2017

26 July 2017

8. ANC leadership conference – December 2017

· Ageing DM

3 May 2017

20 September 2017

9. Credit ratings review – December 2017

· Younger EM (Demographic dividend vs. drain)

14 June 2017

1 November 2017
13 December 2017

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank
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CONCLUSION
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■

Domestic fundamentals remain weak, but are improving

■

Overall, a pragmatic budget without many unexpected developments

■

Leans heavily on PIT for narrowing the deficit, with increasing reliance on a narrower tax base

■

Growth forecasts are not particularly bullish and as such are likely realistic

■

Expenditure: No massive changes and the expenditure ceiling is largely being observed, as expected

■

Should be relatively well received by the market and ratings agencies

■

Global growth cycle appears to be favourable and will act as a tailwind

■

Global monetary cycle mixed, but with building upside pressures

■

Structural reform remains a key long-term determinant of success among EMs and especially SA

■

Geopolitical developments globally, and socio-political developments domestically, will remain drivers of tail risks
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